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1. Rate the application and relevance of this to your daily efforts to improve student learning 5.0
2. Rate the usefulness of the Action Lab........ “Above what I expected!” 5.0
3. Rate the preparation and knowledge of the presenter........................................ “Full of energy” 4.9
4. Rate the presenter’s response to needs of the audience.......................................... 4.9
5. Rate the skills with which the topic was presented.............................................. 5.0 “Absolutely”

- Great Workshop!!
- Amazing workshop! There are so many great strategies that can be easily implemented in my instruction immediately!
- Thanks, Barry for another great and useful session. Will go back and share at our weekly professional development.
- I got some great ideas from Barry and am anxious to try them in my class.
- Thank you - energizing - fantastic!
- Wonderful session!
- Excellent - Lots of ideas I can use right away. Thank you!
- Awesome ideas! Great enthusiasm!
- Very practical, well paced - Great ideas! When you said take just one area and try it out, that really the feeling of overload away. Terrific workshop! Thanks, Barry!
- Barry knows how to work with adults! His information and pacing were excellent. Before every break and lunch, he set us up for what was to come and delivered. Participants went away with a wealth of information.